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About This Game

Take back your home world from alien invaders! Forge an Intergalactic Alliance (with untrustworthy allies) to reclaim your
planet; blast your way to victory with an ever-expanding arsenal. Will you sacrifice civilian lives to exact vengeance on your

enemies?

"The Fleet" is an interactive novel where you control the main character. In each chapter, your choices determine how the story
proceeds.

Will you return home as a military dictator, a prisoner of war, or the president of a puppet state? Will you even recognize home
when you get there?
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I don't normally write reviews but figured I would for this one, since it's kinda odd.

I enjoyed my time with the game, all 74 minutes of it. I played through two contrasting strategy types to finish, getting varied
endings and the choices I made actually having impact, at least politically and with the world.

Decent little CYOA, in my mind, but super short. Super.. It seemed that regardless of which choice you made about... well...
anything, that the author didn't want you to make just immediately turned out badly. Most decisions amounted to "Well, I see
what you were doing, and while that technically would work.... unfortunately, it didn't... so yeah, it went mad. M'kay?" I'm
pretty frustrated that I just wasted my time reading through a story that short and frustrating. I'm giving this a 3\/10.. An early
choose-your-own adventure game from "Choice of Games", this is a decent read, that laid the foundation for later games... not
least in adding features missing in this tale. (Others of their games allow for the choice of gender, orientation, and is a bit
clearer on what you are doing. Also achievements.)

Worth a try, though I would suggest getting it on discount.. I'm a big sci-fi fan, I really wanted this to be good. Unfortunately it
isn't, have a look:

-Short and fast paced.
-No character development and too many characters. I had no attachments to anyone.
-Half a dozen alien races, poorly described. Again no attachment to anyone.
-Battles have no consequences and are way too easy. For example: aggressive tactics or passive tactics, fighters or cannons. You
have 4 options, but you just pick your highest stat and win easily. No twists or surprises, no repercussions.
-The story itself is bland and predictable.
-There's alot of choices where it asks how do you feel about your choice, what do you think others think of you. It adds nothing
to the story or your stats.
-It doesn't challenge you to try to get a good ending. You just decide what ending you want.

Overall:
-I think you should skip this one. It needed to be longer and do more.. Don't get me wrong. I think this is an excellent story and
well told. It hit the right buttons but missed on button in partuclar. There seems to be no social aspect to the game, in terms of
friendship, romance, or comradery. While I very much enjoyed the game I felt it missed this element, and since this is the most
important element for me in a game, I cannot recommend it.. Enjoyed this game. It's relatively brief, but it's a fun journey
despite its length. I played it twice and roleplay differently, and had a good time both times.. The best couple of dollars I've
spent on a game.

Short enough to play through a coffee or two, diverse enough you'll want to play it more times.
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Excellent writing and great choices that genuinely lead to unique endings.
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3x playthroughs = 130 minutes of solid intresting storyline. every action has a consequence or reward. very fun. Battlestar
Galactica?

Well, this game is almost like Battlestar Galactica, except in a written format. The aliens take over the Earth (it's like in the first
few pages, including the demo, so this isn't a spoiler), just like in Battlestar Galactica.

I won't ruin it for you but it was still worth the read. This is not an easy game, because I didn't get the ending I wanted the first
two times, and in the end I finally won.

If you're wondering what the difference between The Fleet and Choice of the Star Captain is, The Fleet has you managing a
squadron of large capital ships, battleships, etc. You have to manage how the military and the civilians feel about you, as well as
maintain your defenses and resources so you can fight upcoming battles, as well as maintain an Alliance, or not. These are all
many things to juggle, putting you right in the mindset of a Commander. On the other hand, in Choice of the Star Captain you
only pilot your own ship.

I liked both games, so give them a try if you like science fiction.
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